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A letter to the editor regarding the recently published paper in Cardiovascular Drugs and Therapy entitled: « Systematic review of methods used for the microvascular assessment of peripheral artery disease»
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Dear Editor,

We read with interest the paper from Chen and Rosenson entitled “Systematic review of methods used for the microvascular assessment of peripheral artery disease.”[1] In this paper, the authors detail the different means to assess microvascular function in lower extremity peripheral artery disease (LEPAD). We agree with the authors that resting ankle brachial index (ABI) can be falsely normal (i.e ABI>0.90) in specific populations (renal insufficiency, diabetes, isolated internal iliac artery stenosis…) and thus other techniques should be used[2,3]. However, we would like to present two methods for microvascular assessment that are not discussed in this paper. The first one is Exercise Transcutaneous Oxygen pressure (Exercise-TcPO2). The method that has been proposed in 2003 by Abraham and colleagues allows with the calculation of the Delta from Rest Oxygen Pressure (DROP) to detect arterial stenosis of the lower limbs[4]. In brief, in a controlled room temperature, PO2 changes are assessed during exercise using five Clark electrodes that are placed on the chest, on each buttock, and each calf (Figure 1; Panels A1, A2 and A3). Then, patient has to walk on a treadmill (3.2km/h; 10%grade) up to his/her maximal pain. During the test, the O2 pressure changes are recording on each site using the DROP that is calculated in real-time with a dedicated software. A DROP ≤-15 mmHg is the cut-off to detect arterial stenosis ≥ 60%[5]. This method is of particular interest for patients who experience proximal claudication or in case of diabetes or incompressible arteries[3,6].

The second method is the laser speckle contrast imager that allows the assessment in real-time on the skin microcirculation[7]. This technique that has a lower spatial variability than laser Doppler flowmetry (LDF) has been used in patients with LEPAD and seems of interest especially in patients with a severe disease[8–10]. This is a noncontact technique that is very interesting in case of wounds when the LDF probe cannot be placed (stuck) on the skin. In
the Figure 1 (Panels B1, B2, B3), we present a recording with a laser speckle imager performed on a patient with an ischemia on the right toe.

In conclusion, several techniques that measure microvascular flow might be of interest in patients with lower extremity peripheral artery disease. However, their role in the diagnosis algorithms should be clarified since they are not currently recommended in the international guidelines[2].
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Figure 1 title: Exercise oximetry (A) and Laser speckle imaging (B) in peripheral artery disease.
Figure 1 legend: Panel A1: procedure of exercise oximetry; Panel A2: Clark electrode; Panel A3: recordings of the DROP at each site during the test. Yellow line: DROP of the left buttock; Pink line: DROP of the left calf; Blue line: DROP of the right buttock; Green line: DROP of the right calf. In this case the patient had a left buttock ischemia (DROP ≤ -15 mmHg). Panel B1: Changes of the microvascular flow during a reactive hyperaemia on the right foot of a patient with severe PAD. The reactive hyperaemia is recorded after the 3-min period of ischemia. The redline represents the microvascular flow recorded at the toe level. The green line represents the microvascular flow recorded on the top of the foot. Note that there is no increase of blood flow after the release of the inflated cuff at the toe whereas there is an increase of the blood flow at the top of the foot.